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KEY POINTS
 Digital dermatitis (DD) is a common disease process of the skin of both dairy and beef
cattle.
 Advanced lesions are associated with clinical lameness, whereas early lesions cause local
skin disease with minimal lameness.
 Topical treatment with oxytetracycline is the common therapy for advanced lesions but
has a high rate of recrudescence.
 An integrated management plan that relies on a combination of topical treatment of
advanced lesions coupled with footbathing to control progression of earlier lesions is
the most effective strategy.

INTRODUCTION
Description of Digital Dermatitis

The first article to describe the macroscopic appearance of a large number of DD lesions was done on 10 California dairies by Read and Walker in 1998.1 A majority of the
lesions were circumscribed, erosive to papillomatous, and surrounded by a ridge of
hyperkeratotic skin bearing hypertrophied hairs. These lesions were typically circular
to oval, raised above the surrounding skin, and 2 cm to 6 cm in diameter. Lesions were
more likely to involve the rear legs (82%) and a majority (83%) were located on the
proximal border of the interdigital space. The macroscopic differences in DD lesion
morphology have been described with several novel scoring systems primarily used
in research settings.2–4 The “M” scoring system and the Iowa DD scoring system
both describe the macroscopic changes that take place between a normal bovine
foot and an end-stage DD lesion. Although each system describes lesions slightly
differently, both describe lesions in preclinical and clinical states, with lameness
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only associated with certain stages. It has also been shown that there can be dynamic
macroscopic changes between these stages in as few as 7 days.5,6
The histopathologic changes associated with DD have been described in numerous
publications,4,7–17 with several of these studies summarizing the histopathologic
changes associated with a large set of DD lesions.4,11 DD lesions were described
as having a highly proliferative epidermis, pronounced rete ridge formation, hyperplastic stratum corneum, and acanthotic stratum spinosum. Additional descriptions
include lesions having zones of acute degeneration, necrosis, and focal thinning of
the stratum corneum with inflammatory cell infiltration. A consistent finding is the
microscopic observation of spirochetes within the lesions through the use of silver
staining.
Pathophysiology and Etiology

Bovine DD was first morphologically described in 1974 at the 8th International Meeting
on Diseases of Cattle in Milan, Italy,18 but despite more than 40 years of research, the
fulfillment of Koch’s postulates19 in identification of an etiologic agent has yet to be
achieved. The first report of a spirochete-like, filamentous organism within DD lesions
was described by Blowey and Sharp in 1988.16 It was soon found that these organisms belong to the species Treponema and that became the first bacterial species
cultivated and implicated in the etiology of bovine DD.20 Even from the original report,
which described 2 unique bacterial morphologies that belonged to the Treponema
spp, the identification of multiple Treponema spp through visual, biochemical, immunologic, and molecular techniques has been a consistent finding.
Treponema spp have been implicated as the causative agent in DD due to their
identification in DD lesions by cultivation,21–23 fluorescence in situ hybridization
(FISH),8,22,24–30 polymerase chain reaction (PCR),21,31–33 and metagenomics.3,25,34,35
The nomenclature for the different types of Treponema spp has been constantly undergoing changes based on many of the phylotypes having yet to be cultivated. At
this point, there are 4 clusters—cluster 1 (T denticola/T pedis–like), cluster 2 (T phagedenis–like), cluster 3 (T refringens–like), and cluster 4 (T medium/T vincentii–like) —
that have been reported in the majority of the literature as having clinical relevance
to DD.26 Studies of DD-associated Treponema spp have also identified them as having
the ability to cause disease by impairing the innate immune and wound repair functions of bovine macrophages.36 Multiple immunologic studies have also found an increase in antibodies to Treponema spp in herds and individual cows with DD.37,38
Despite all the evidence for Treponema spp as the causative agent for DD, Koch’s
postulates have yet to be fulfilled. Attempts to induce DD lesions with pure cultures
of Treponema spp have largely failed to consistently induce disease with the characteristic size and severity of naturally occurring DD lesions.39,40 Additionally, vaccinations against DD-associated Treponema spp have failed to decrease the incidence
or severity of disease.41 There is not enough evidence currently available to differentiate Treponema spp from a causative organism or merely an organism associated
with clinical DD lesions.
For these reasons, numerous other organisms have been studied to determine each
one’s significance in causing disease. Various Campylobacter species as well as
Dichelobacter nodosus have been cultured from DD lesions and from normal bovine
skin.24 Several researchers26 have used FISH to determine the level of tissue invasion
of various potential pathogens. D nodosus was found in 27% and 51% of DD lesions
and Fusobacterium necrophorum was identified in DD lesions but was found to have
minimal invasion in any of the DD tissues evaluated. PCR detection using speciesspecific primers found D nodosus in 100% of DD lesions but also in 60% of normal
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skin. Similarly, a study in beef cattle using species-specific PCR found F necrophorum
in 44% of DD lesions but also found that 32% of healthy feet were positive for F necrophorum.42 In an evaluation of the immune response of cattle and herds with and
without a history of DD and found no statistical difference in reactive antibodies to F
necrophorum43 between cows or across herds with or without a history of DD.
Conversely, cows within herds with DD were more likely to have an immune response
to Bacteroides spp and Porphyromonas spp.23,43 Viral etiologies, such as Bovine
papillomavirus, have been proposed as a potential pathogen, but several studies
have found no evidence of viral involvement.14,33
The use of culture-independent metagenomic techniques has provided the ability to
determine the relative abundance of all bacteria within DD lesions without looking for
specific targets. In a comparison of DD lesions to normal bovine skin, Yano and colleagues34 found high numbers of Treponema spp and Bacteroides spp in DD lesions
versus the normal microbiota of bovine skin consisting of Moraxella and Corynebacterium. Krull and colleagues3 followed a series of cows for several years and obtained
biopsies from DD lesions as they developed from normal skin to DD lesions; 11 families were identified as composing at least 5% of the microbiota at the various stages
of lesion development. The Spirochaetaceae family increased dramatically from only
1.3% in control feet and to 69.7% in clinical lesions. As lesions developed from normal
to diseased feet, an increase in several previously implicated bacterial families was
noted, which included the Mycoplasmataceae, Porphyromonadaceae, and Campylobacteraceae families. In a closer look at the Spirochaetaceae family, there was found a
change in the Treponema spp in preclinical lesions versus clinical lesions; 4 Treponema spp that were previously in very low numbers (<3%) in preclinical lesions (T
PT8, T denticola, T pedis, and T medium) were found to comprise greater than 65%
of the Treponema population in clinical lesions. Accompanying this increase in the
population of these 4 species was a rapid decline in 4 of the 5 highly abundant Treponema spp identified in preclinical lesion, which then comprised less than 1% of the
Treponema population in clinical lesions.
Although there is a consistent presence of multiple Treponema spp in DD lesions,16,25–27,29,31–35,44–46 attempts to induce disease by skin inoculation with pure
cultures of these microorganisms have largely failed to result in significant disease
in a majority of the animals inoculated.39 Additionally, the clinical use of vaccines
focused against spirochetes provides limited protection against the disease process.41 Although the consistent clinical response to antibiotic therapy suggests a bacterial agent involved in the etiology of the DD,9,10,47–58 the fulfillment of Koch’s
postulates in identifying the key bacterial constituent necessary to produce disease
has yet to be proved. The association of DD lesions with a variety of bacterial agents,
the response of the lesions to antibiotics, and the failure to induce or protect from the
disease using monovalent vaccines strongly suggest that DD is a polymicrobial disease process.41,59,60
Similarities to Other Polymicrobial Treponema-associated Diseases

Several research teams have recognized that the bacterial community composition
of DD has notable similarities to that of human periodontal disease. Given that human periodontal disease has had significantly greater investments of research time
and money, it is prudent to evaluate the similarities between it and DD to gain insights into these complex polymicrobial communities. The bacterial progression of
periodontal disease has been extensively studied and develops with successive
waves of bacterial colonization.59,61–65 These waves are consistent in their bacterial
composition and are largely driven by the ability of each stage to set up a favorable
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ecologic environment (in terms of available nutrient sources, oxygen tension, and so
forth) for the colonization and growth of the following wave of bacterial agents.
Several key themes emerge from this comparison that are helpful in better understanding DD.
First, the 2 disease processes share significant similarities in bacterial populations
at the family and genus levels. Early colonizers of periodontal disease include the
gram-positive cocci, followed by a wave of gram-positive and gram-negative rods
and finally the anaerobic gram-negative rods. The early and midstage colonizers share
notable overlap with organisms that are routinely isolated from DD lesions, including
Campylobacter spp, Bacteroiodes spp, and Fusobacterium spp. As these organisms
colonize they start to push the microenvironment away from a purely aerobic environment toward a more anaerobic niche at the microscopic scale. This process is critical
to the development of disease given that the later bacterial colonizers are largely
microaerophilic or anaerobic and do not readily grow in the initial aerobic environment
of the oral cavity of humans or the skin of cattle. Additionally, as these organisms transition the microenvironment to an anaerobic one, they also transition the overall metabolic profiles of the bacterial community from largely saccharolytic (use glucose and
sugars for energy) to one that relies more heavily on proteolytic metabolism of proteins.66 This transition in local metabolism is believed critical in providing an environment for the colonization of the later colonizers of both disease processes that include
the Treponema spp and Porphyromonas spp that exclusively utilize volatile fatty acids
(VFAs) as an energy source as opposed to sugars. The transitions of microbial populations over disease progression described for DD3 share remarkable similarities with
the well-described changes in periodontal disease, which makes biological sense
when considering the need for the final-stage organisms (namely the Treponema
spp and Porphyromonas spp) to have an environment conducive to their growth.
Second, an improved understanding of the role that this sequential bacterial colonization process plays in the establishment of a conducive growth environment for the
subsequent organism provides insights into explaining how an anaerobic organism,
such as the Treponema spp, can colonize an aerobic environment like the surface
of the skin. In summary, the early colonizers (largely aerobic saccharolytic organisms)
set up a favorable microenvironment for the midstage colonizers (facultative anaerobes that shift metabolism sugars to produce VFAs) that then allow for the final colonization of the late-stage organisms that cannot colonize the initial aerobic
environment with minimal concentrations of the VFAs that they require for growth.66
Finally, there is a significant body of literature on the periodontal communities to
demonstrate that the late-stage colonizers, T denticola and Porphyromonas gingivalis,
not only communicate with each other but also actually have direct contact between
the cells.62–64,67,68 This interaction has been demonstrated as critical to the virulence
and pathogenicity of these organisms and is the focus of much of the ongoing
research in this field. Based on the similarities of these 2 disease processes and
that these organisms share significant genetic similarity to the specific species isolated from DD lesions, it seems prudent to consider that similar cross-species interactions are occurring and important in DD. As such, consideration of the Treponema spp
as part of a larger bacterial community that plays a role in the progressive development and manifestation of DD lesions seems biologically prudent.
Epidemiology of Digital Dermatitis

DD has been found to have the greatest impact on welfare of all bovine lameness disorders due to high incidence and long duration.69 With lame cows having proved difficult to identify and vastly underestimated by producers,70 the use of lameness as an
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estimate for DD prevalence has also been shown unreliable, with only 39% of cows
with severe DD lesions showing signs of lameness.71 Estimates of prevalence have
been published across multiple countries7,11,24,72–78 and range from 1.4% in 14 Norwegian herds to 39% in 5 Danish herds. The large range of prevalence reported from
these studies was highly variable based on location, management system, and prevention measures used. For herds in free-stall barns, most estimates suggest a prevalence of 20% to 25% of animals affected. These estimates are based on the
prevalence of clinical DD lesions that have been described as having the typical characteristics of end-stage DD lesions.
Several longitudinal studies have attempted to report the rate at which DD lesions
develop. Three unique studies in 3 different countries (United States, United Kingdom,
and France) found the rate of DD lesion development approximately 4 cases per 100
cow foot–months in the absence of preventative measures,79–81 with the average time
for a lesion to develop from normal skin to a DD lesion between 133 days and
146 days.79,81 Additionally, lameness is always associated with a macroscopically
clinical DD lesion and not any of the preclinical DD morphologies. Krull and colleagues
found that the average time from the development of a clinical DD lesion to the onset of
lameness was 161 days. This is similar to a study by Frankena and colleagues71 that
found only 39% of cows with clinical lesions were considered lame.
Economic Impact of Digital Dermatitis

Bovine DD is a leading cause of lameness in dairy cattle in the United States82 but has
also been reported at various levels in beef cattle.11,42,83 In the most recent National
Animal Health Monitoring System survey of US dairy farms, DD accounted for
61.8% of the lameness in bred heifers and 49.1% of the lameness in cows.82 DD
was determined the most costly of all foot disorders ($95 per case) in a stochastic
simulation model when an estimated prevalence of 20% for clinical DD was used.84
When milk production losses associated with treatment, decreased reproductive performance, and treatment were incorporated, the losses were estimated at $126 to
$133 for every clinical case of DD.85,86 The total economic losses to the dairy industry
has been calculated at $190 million per year in the United States.87 The estimated economic impact in the United States was based on the 17% prevalence from 1996 National Animal Health Monitoring System (NAHMS) report. The 2007 NAHAMS report
estimates the current prevalence at 28%,82 which suggests the $190 million per
year estimate vastly underestimates the economic impact in the United States.
CLINICAL CORRELATION
Dairy

In dairy cattle operations, lesions are most commonly identified in the plantar aspect of
the interdigital cleft of the rear feet of lactating cows. Larger lesions may extend into
the interdigital space in some cows. Rarely, lesions form on the dorsal aspect of the
rear feet. Although less common, lesions occasionally occur on the front feet where
they most commonly are located on the dorsal surface of the foot. The reason for
the higher incidence on the palmar aspect of the rear feet is unclear; however, several
hypotheses have been raised. Some investigators have speculated that the rear feet
are at higher risk for exposure and lesion development due to those feet having
more exposure to manure slurry, remaining more moist in many tie-stall and freestall type situations, and their having shorter heels due to a lower hoof angle. Additionally, the plantar aspect of the rear feet has the potential to have more exposure and
trauma to the stall mats when an animal is laying in a normal position, in contrast to
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the forelimbs, which have more exposure to the stall mats on the dorsal aspect of the
claw. Lesions in younger animals and dry animals are reportedly less commonly
observed by producers but are known to occur and may have a high prevalence in
some herds. In many cases, the softer bedding (bedded pack vs free stall), lower
body weight, and lower requirement for walking significant distances to be milked
may result in a decreased ability to identify these lesions in younger animals or may
delay recognition of lesions until the animal freshens and enters the lactating pen.
DD has been considered a leading cause of lameness in the dairy cattle industry for
the past several decades; however, its role in beef cattle lameness has more recently
emerged as a concern. Based on that fact, the first US clinical descriptions of lesions
consistent with what is now called DD were identified in beef cattle.88,89 Despite these
early descriptions in beef cattle, disease identification and control efforts have been
largely focused on dairy cattle management, where the lesions have historically caused
the most problems. Given the high farm-level prevalence of the disease (finding a
negative farm is rare), most dairy operations have been forced to development management protocols that control the animal-level incidence and severity of disease.
These protocols typically revolve around a combination of approaches (discussed
later) but often focus on the use of intermittent footbathing in combination with targeted
treatment of lesions associated with lameness. Within-herd prevalence varies considerably, with some herds maintaining infection rates relatively low using control
methods and good biosecurity and other herds having very high incidence of lesions.
Lesions develop over a series of stages that have morphologic differences that can
be observed on physical examination (Fig. 1). This has led to the development of a variety of lesion staging systems that can be applied based on lesion appearance. The
application of lesion staging in clinical medicine has potential benefits regarding treatment decision-making and monitoring treatment success. The decision of which
scoring system provides the most information for a clinician should be driven by the
needs and desired outcomes of the monitoring. In research settings, more complex
systems with a higher number of stages might be useful for monitoring progress of
therapy in higher resolution, whereas in many field situations a simpler staging system
(for example a system based on description of the lesion — early or advanced) may
provide the needed information while making it easier to train employees and get
consistent observations. More advanced lesions are the ones associated with clinical
lameness and likely shed massive numbers of infectious bacteria into the environment, so accurate diagnosis of those is potentially beneficial in terms of identifying lesions at high risk for causing lameness and treatment to lesson environmental
pathogen load. Earlier lesions, although less likely to induce clinical disease, are key
targets for management interventions to prevent their progression to more advanced
lesions associated with clinical disease and potentially lameness. The period over
which lesions develop from normal skin to advanced clinical lesions has also been
studied by several groups. In a 3-year prospective observational study of cattle that
received no blanket DD prevention measures, the authors showed that the average
time from the first evidence of skin changes to the development of a classic clinical
lesion (score 5 M2 or Iowa stage 3) averaged 133 days (range 5 38–315 d,
median 5 105 d).79 These results were similar to a multifarm study of 4000 cows in
France, where the investigators found an average period of 146 days.81 Both of these
studies relied on observations of the feet while each individual was restrained in a trimming chute for detailed assessment of the skin. In many field situations, where observations are made simply by observing animals standing in stalls or in the milk parlor, it
is likely that very early lesions may be missed, making the period of development seem
shorter. It is also critical to realize that these progression periods are in the absence of
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Fig. 1. A representative progression of a digital dermatitis lesion observed over a 2-year
period. All pictures are of the same left rear foot of a Holstein dairy cow that was not
exposed to any footbaths or management procedures other than routine hoof trimming.
Blue arrows denote dry-off of the cow, green arrows denote freshening, and red arrows
denote topical treatment with oxytetracycline due to significant lameness (locomotion score
of >3 on 5-point scale). The lesion severity is recorded in the center timeline of the image
using the linear Iowa DD scoring system.3,79 The gray shaded area denotes lesions considered advanced lesions (stages 3–4) and the white area denotes preclinical lesions (stages
1–2). Several points are illustrated by these data. (1) In the absence of footbaths and treatment, the lesions are chronic in nature and progress very slowly. (2) This animal was regularly monitored during this 2-year period and treated with topical oxytetracycline when a
locomotion score greater than 3/5 was observed (red arrows). Thus, despite having an
obvious lesion for the entirety of this 2-year period, there were only a handful of days where
this animal demonstrated significant lameness. (3) After 2 sequential topical treatments
with oxytetracycline, the lesion decreases to a lower severity score but remains present as
a lower severity for the full 200 days remaining in the observation period. (4) After both
freshening dates (green arrows), the lesion on this foot increased severity score; however,
this trend is not consistent across all cows observed and is likely influenced by a variety of
other factors, including weather, genetics, and concurrent disease. (5) After treatment, lesions that do not heal develop a morphologic appearance similar to early lesions and
contain a bacterial community identical to that of the early lesions. (Adapted from Krull
AC, Shearer JK, Gorden PJ, et al. Deep sequencing analysis reveals temporal microbiota
changes associated with development of bovine digital dermatitis. Infect Immun
2014;82:3359–73; and Krull AC, Shearer JK, Gorden PJ, et al. Digital dermatitis: Natural lesion
progression and regression in Holstein dairy cattle over 3 years. J Dairy Sci 2016;99:3718–31,
with permission.)

any prevention or treatment measures. Therefore, the dynamics of lesion changes are
likely to occur differently in the face of routine management or therapeutic
interventions.
Beef

Over the past decade, identification and interest in DD lesions in beef cattle have
increased considerably. The most common clinical presentation in the feedlot situation involves development of lameness in heavy cattle that are close to marketing.
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This timing of lameness development presents significant challenges for effected
feedlots, because there are significant concerns associated with residues that may
be incurred due to lesions treatment and due to concerns transporting lame cattle
to slaughter. At present, it is unclear exactly when and how the lesions develop in
feedlots, and more work is currently under way to investigate these issues. Based
on anecdotal observations, a portion of cattle enter the feedlot with early lesions
that have started development prior to arrival. The number of cattle that fall into this
category is likely influenced by a variety of factors, including the number of sources
of cattle (commingled vs single source), prevalence of DD on farms of origin, breed/
genetics, and age of the cattle. It seems likely that these cattle are more prone to
developing lesions earlier during the feeding period than those that enter with no lesions. The authors also hypothesize that many cattle that enter the feedlot without lesions develop new lesions associated with exposure to either infected animals in the
pen (discussed previously) or due to a contaminated pen environment. In feedlots that
do not practice routine DD management strategies, lameness associated with heavy
cattle is consistent with a similar timeline for lesion progression of dairy cattle in the
absence of management interventions, at approximately 4 months.79
Nontypical Lesions (White Line, Sole Ulcer, and So Forth)

In recent years, there has been increasing reports of other claw horn lesions of cattle
that seem to not be healing after routine therapy.90 Specific examples include sole ulcers that fail to heal after therapeutic trimming and wooden block placement or white
line lesions that fail to heal after appropriate trimming. There are some data to suggest
that in some of these cases the corium that is exposed in these lesions has become
infected with DD-associated organisms. Once infected, these lesions become significantly more difficult to heal and additional therapy focused on bacterial infections may
be necessary in addition to routine trimming.
OTHER BOVINE LESIONS ASSOCIATED WITH DIGITAL DERMATITIS TREPONEMES

There is a growing body of evidence to demonstrate that a large variety of bovine skin
lesions of the limbs and udder contain similar bacterial organisms to those of DD.
Although full comparisons of the microbial compositions of many of these lesions
are lacking, focus has been on identifying similar treponemal organisms to those
observed in DD. These organisms have been identified in bovine ulcerative mammary
dermatitis,91,92 bovine teat ischemic necrosis,93 toe necrosis,94,95 and hock skin lesions.96 The identification of these same organisms over a wide variety of bovine
skin-related diseases suggest that these organisms have found a favorable niche
for colonization in open wounds of cattle skin, although to date there is no evidence
that this association has proved causation.
TREATMENT
Patient Evaluation Overview

Treatment or management interventions are likely to take 2 basic forms: individual
focused therapeutic interventions of cattle with clinical lameness or obvious advanced
lesions and herd-based prevention strategies designed to minimize the progression of
lesions to advanced stages associated with clinical disease. Successful programs
generally need to use a comprehensive variety to interventions to control the disease
once it is endemic. Based on present-day clinical experience, eradication of DD from
herds that are infected is not likely to be accomplished and management of the process to minimize clinical disease should be the goal. As with most herd health
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programs, monitoring of lesion prevalence and clinical disease assists clinicians in
identifying gaps in the management program and allows for continual process
improvement. A variety of helpful tools ranging from lesions scoring systems to
record-keeping software packages have been developed and may be considered
for application in management strategies97 (Zinpro Corporation, Eden Prairie, Minnesota; Supervisor Systems, Dresser, Wisconsin).
Treatment of individual cows with DD lesions is usually based on 1 of 2 mechanisms.
First, during routine foot trimming, cows with DD lesions should be identified and
treated. Although there are few data regarding the cost benefit of this type of treatment, it is generally regarded as beneficial and important to DD management. In
most cases, all identified lesions are treated regardless of the clinical stage of lesion
development. Observation and recording of lesion prevalence and lesion severity
are beneficial in monitoring disease status in the herd and modifying management
strategies based on outcome. In addition, most individual animal treatment systems
incorporate treatment of DD lesions that are identified in cattle exhibiting clinical lameness. Most DD lesions are painful to the touch, but a majority of DD lesions are not
associated with lameness.79 DD may also occur concurrent to other hoof lesions in
cattle, so a complete physical examination and hoof evaluation should be conducted.
Clinical lameness associated with DD is confined to animals with advanced lesions.79
As such, identification of early lesions in cattle with significant lameness should warrant further investigation for another cause of the lameness. Treatment of DD in such
cases, along with appropriate treatment of any additional cause of lameness, is warranted. Additionally, in cases of other claw horn lesions that result in exposure of
corium, the possibility of a concurrent bacterial infection of the corium associated
with DD organisms that could delay or prevent appropriate healing should be
considered.
Pharmacologic Treatment Options

Pharamacologic treatment of DD generally focuses on a single application of a topical
antimicrobial applied directly to the lesion. The most commonly used products include
oxytetracycline soluble powder or tetracycline powder. Few data are available
regarding appropriate dosing, and many clinicians and professional hoof trimmers
empirically report a dose of between 2 g and 25 g of powder applied topically to
the lesion. There is no evidence that the higher dose provides improved treatment outcomes over lower doses, whereas using lower doses decreases the use of antibiotics.
Clinicians are directed to consult the Food Animal Residue Avoidance Databank for
withdrawal recommendations; however, it has been suggested that there is likely minimal risk of milk residues with the lower doses when the number of cows treated at one
time in the herd is limited.98 Although the dose is commonly applied and held in place
with a light bandage, there is no evidence that this practice leads to improved outcomes and it has been speculated to actually be counterproductive due to trapping
debris, footbath solution, and manure against the lesion for a prolonged period of
time.99 Furthermore, topical treatment with a paste made from the oxytetracycline
powder has been shown as effective as applying the dose with a wrap.48,98 Dosing
of 2 g of oxytetracycline paste applied in a paste made of 3:1 glycol to water has
been recommended.98 If a clinician does elect to use a wrap, it is recommended
that the wrap be minimal in nature and designed to fall off or be removed after several
days.
In cases of treatment applied to a cow with clinical lameness associated with the DD
lesion, the lameness generally improves 1 to 2 locomotion scores within a couple-day
period after treatment. The lesions typically turn blackish in color and develop a thick
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scab after oxytetracycline treatment. Although many people assume that these lesions
are healing, the data suggest that in many cases infection remains below the scab and
the lesions recrudesce once the scab falls off or is removed. Evaluation of 43 cows that
were observed for a minimum of 50 days after therapy revealed that although a majority (93%) of them had an improvement in lesion score after treatment, only 9% of them
returned to normal skin.79 These data demonstrate that single-application therapy for
topical oxytetracycline is likely to aid in improving acute lameness and reduce the
severity of the lesion; however, it is unlikely to resolve the infection. In addition,
approximately half of those animals that did not have the skin completely healed
had lesion regression over the following year, and many of them required retreatment.79 These findings suggest that clinicians need to be cautious when stating that
animals that are repeatedly treated for DD are getting reinfected (as is commonly
stated in the literature). It is more likely that these animals were never completely cured
and are simply having a recrudescence of disease.
The application of systemic antibiotic therapy for the control of DD has been
recently reviewed elsewhere in detail.100 Although in vitro sensitivity testing has
been described, there are no validated methods for this procedure that are approved
by international laboratory testing authorities and there are no confirmed set points for
Minimum Inhibitory Concentration (MIC) classification. As a consequence, results
from these studies need to be interpreted with caution. With that in mind, in vitro sensitivity testing suggests that the DD-associated treponemes have only intermediate
sensitivity to lincomycin, spectinomycin, oxytetracycline, ceftiofur, and gentamicin.
In contrast, those treponemes had higher levels of sensitivity to penicillin, penicillin derivatives, and the macrolides.49,54,101 Given the polymicrobial and polytreponemal nature of DD, clinicians should be cautious in making blanket assessments of drug
susceptibility based on single-organism testing; however, these results suggest that
many of the most commonly used antibiotics in dairy cattle of the United States (tetracyclines and cephalosporins) may have poor efficacy against the most prevalent
bacteria in these lesions. This observation is supported by clinical data that demonstrate that concurrent therapy with these commonly used antibiotics had no significant
impact on DD lesion severity.79 In vitro sensitivities to penicillin were better for the
treponemes, and there are data to suggest that systemic penicillin (aqueous procaine
penicillin G; intramuscularly; 3 days; 18,000 U/kg; twice daily) does improve clinical lesions1; such a treatment regimen would not be clinically applied in most US dairy systems due to milk residues and the time associated with twice-daily application of
antibiotics to the large number of animals commonly infected in US dairies.
Nonpharmacologic Treatment Options

In recent years there has been significant interest in the importance of macro and micro mineral nutrition in hoof health and lameness. At present, there is 1 commercial
mineral mix that includes higher than typically recommended levels of organic trace
minerals and iodine marketed for aid in maintaining appropriate hoof health. This mineral mix was specifically tested under research conditions for its ability to reduce the
incidence of experimentally induced DD lesions.102 Although the investigators were
able to demonstrate a trend toward a decrease incidence of lesion formation and overall size of the lesion, neither result reached the level of statistical significance. Mineral
nutrition, however, is beneficial in general hoof health and lameness; therefore, clinicians are encouraged to consider these issues and assure appropriate mineral nutrition in farms with significant lameness problems.
There is also a diverse range of commercially available therapies marketed for the
control of DD. In almost all cases there are few to no evidence-based medicine trials
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to suggest improved therapeutic efficacy and control. Many products cite anecdotal
reports or the results of poorly controlled studies; however, clinicians should consider
these reports in light of the standard evidence-based medicine principles. There is a
significant need for additional work comparing the efficacy of these products to the
current gold standard–type therapies using strong unbiased research approaches
that allow for direct comparison of treatment efficacy. Another commonly encountered
problem in these types of trials is the use of inappropriate outcomes or comparisons.
For instance, many companies try to use resolution of clinical lameness or lameness
prevalence as a measure of treatment efficacy. Given that only a small percentage of
animals with DD experiences clinical lameness, however, use of this measure as a
proxy for lesion prevalence is risky and generally misleading.
Treatment Resistance/Complications

As discussed previously, there is a high rate of treatment failure after the single application of topical oxytetracycline when animals are monitored for periods of time sufficient for the initial scab formed by the treatment to fall off. Several shorter-term
studies that followed animals for 14 days to 30 days post-treatment with a single
dose of topical tetracycline have reported moderate to good cure rates, ranging
from 68% to 87%, although 1 showed cure rates of only 14%.2,55,103 Given that the
scab that forms looks smooth, dry, and less painful, it is fairly easy to see why these
lesions are considered healed. In contrast, when following these animals for longer periods of time that allow for the scab to fall off, a different picture emerges. When animals were followed a minimum of 50 days with an average of 289 days, only 9%
returned to normal skin; 40 of the 43 animals had improvement of at least 1 score after
treatment; however, only 4 went to normal skin and 17 of the others demonstrated an
increased lesion severity during the follow-up period.79
An additional complication is the secondary invasion of these organisms in any
other claw horn lesions that result in exposure of the corium. When cattle with sole ulcers, white line lesions, or toe necrosis fail to heal as expected, the potential for concurrent infection with DD-associated organisms in these lesions should be
considered.
MANAGEMENT/PREVENTION

Management of DD in dairies or feedlots requires an integrated multifaceted approach
that relies on a variety of tools and interventions. Key to this process is monitoring the
disease prevalence and treatment success, and these measures should be emphasized at all levels of management. Record keeping of lameness, etiology of lameness,
treatment success, eventual outcome, and footbath usage should be emphasized and
required.
Most effective management approaches rely on a combination of individual animal
treatment of advanced lesions and footbathing to assist in controlling the progression
of early lesions to clinical disease. For a more detailed discussion of footbathing, see
Nigel B. Cook’s article, “A Review of the Design and Management of Footbaths for
Dairy Cattle,” in this issue. Footbaths require management and monitoring and, therefore, time, cost, and energy. In feedlots, use of footbaths is increasingly common. As
opposed to the single-lane footbaths that are routinely used in dairies, these feedlots
often install wider and longer baths that allow larger loads of animals to walk through
as a group. Although there is no consensus at present on when and how often to footbath feedlot cattle, common times include entry into the feedlot and perhaps several
times during the feeding period (ie, at reimplant and so forth). In terms of biosecurity,
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moving animals through the footbath on arrival may provide some additional benefit
for control of animals entering with the disease, especially animals with early lesions.
Biosecurity of the farm is also a consideration. Care should be taken to not purchase
and introduce animals into the housing facility from herds known to have DD. This is
especially important for dairies and feedlots that currently have minimal issues with
the disease. When possible, animals should be purchased from trusted sources in
which the risk of DD can be adequately assessed prior to purchase. In addition, there
is a documented increased risk of having significant DD problems in farms that use
professional traveling foot trimmers. As such, training and implementation of inhouse foot care teams provide significant benefits in limiting biosecurity risk. DDassociated organisms have been identified on foot-trimming equipment, and these instruments should be regularly disinfected after use on animals with DD lesions when
feasible.92,104
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